Operation instructions for submitting observation parameters
Website address：https://fast.bao.ac.cn/ You can choose English or Chinese version.
1. Register. Please at login position to register. Log in again, need email number and
password, "Click button to verify" login.

2. After logging in, you can see your own project information.
3. Fill in the observation parameters required for the project. Users can see the
overall project information, and fill in the observation parameters through
"Enter".

4. The filling page includes: basic information, Draft, To be allocated, Observation
Plan and Submitted History. Enter the parameter setting page by "Apply for
observation".

Note 1 ： For the OnTheFlyMapping and MultiBeamOTF observation model, users
need to add the start and end scanning time according to the size of the scanning
area. Suggestion: the degree of rotation is 23.4 degrees for horizontal scanning
(Along DEC line) and 53.4 degrees for vertical scanning (Along RA line). After adding
the rotation angle, the spatial scale of the horizontal and vertical scanning of 19
beam is 21.66 angular minutes (scanning interval).
Note 2： In snapshot mode, the system needs to set the total time. The calculation
method is the integration time of each point + 3 times of source changing time. For
example, if the integration time of a location point is set to 300s, then the total time
is required in this mode：300*4+3*20=1260s.
Note 3：For onoff observation mode, users need to set the time of on source and the
number of observation cycles.
5. Parameters page includes: Information, Observation Time, Basic Configuration,
backend Configuration, and Noise Injection Time modules.
Note 4：The system has set the observation source group number for the user. The
On and Off sources with noise switch and, On and Off sources with onoff observation
mode must be divided into the same group. As shown in the figure below, the serial
number and sequence of groups can be modified and adjusted.

Note 5：It only needs to give the total application time (seconds) of each source. The
specific observation date and time will be allocated by the observation plan
arrangement group.

6. Description of backend settings. You can add two backend settings at the same
time, such as pulsar + spectral line.

7. Description of noise injection module. There are two modes: Modulate and On.
If the Modulate mode is selected, the parameters set by the system can be added
or manually added by the user. The noise injection time setting can be added by
clicking once under "Add Noise Injection Time Range". If no noise injection period is
added, the default observation start time of the Modulate mode is injection noise
start time. Users can flexibly add the injection noise time according to their own
needs. No setting, no noise is injected by default.

Note 6：The start time and end time of injection noise are set according to the total
application time. For example, the total application time is 3600 seconds (1 h), and
the user needs to set up the noise in the first three minutes and the last three
minutes:
Noise mode
Start time
End time
on
00:00:00
00:03:00
off
00:03:00
00:57:00
on
00:57:00
01:00:00
8. Before submitting the observation parameters in the "Drift" module, users should
carefully check the settings of each parameter before submitting, and can modify
and delete them before submitting.
9. Submit. Users can view the allocation of submitted sources in real time under "To
be allocated", "Observation plan" and "Submitted History".

Note 7：If you have special requirements for zenith angle, you need to explain it to
the observation plan arrangement group; if you have any technical problems, please
contact the observation plan arrangement group!
Chun Sun (sunchun@nao.cas.cn);

Lei Zhao (lzhao@nao.cas.cn)

